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The Top Ten Website
By Lilah Simpson

CAAP’s Favorite Ice Cream Flavor REVEALED!
by Lilah Simpson

CAAP's favorite ice cream flavor has been
REVEALED from the poll! And wow, it
wasn’t easy. But before I announce the
winner, I want to thank the 133 counselors,
CITs, and campers who voted! Anyways,
here we go.
IN SEVENTH PLACE: Strawberry, 3 votes.
IN SIXTH PLACE: Rocky Road and Coffee,
tied, 6 votes.
IN FIFTH PLACE: Vanilla, 12 votes.
IN FOURTH PLACE: Mint Chocolate Chip,
15 votes.
IN THIRD PLACE: Other, 26 votes.
IN SECOND PLACE: Cookies ‘n’ Cream,
27 votes.
And… (drumroll please)
IN FIRST PLACE: Chocolate, 38 votes!
That’s right! Chocolate won! Leave it to
the basics! And CAAP has a favorite ice
cream flavor! Thanks again to the 133
voters!

In December I was looking for birthday presents for my dad, so I decided
to Google “the top ten shows for 43 year olds that came out this year.” While
I was entering it on the search bar, I accidentally pressed search while I only
had written “the top ten s.” Google took me to a website called thetoptens.com
where there are currently 193,786 top ten lists. So I’m going to show you the
top ten top ten lists on the website. Just type “thetoptens.com” into the search
bar and you can look at all these lists.
1. Top 10 Greatest Anime of All Time
2. Top 10 Best Rappers of All Time
3. Top 10 Best TV shows
4. Top 10 Best Movies of All Time
5. Top 10 Best Soccer Clubs in the World
6. Top 10 Best Guitarists Ever
7. Top 10 Greatest Actors
8. Top 10 Greatest WWE Wrestlers of All
Time
9. Top 10 Best Metal Bands
10. Top 10 Greatest Actresses of All Time
These 10 top ten lists were the most popular on the website. I hope you
enjoy them! Make sure to visit thetoptens.com to look at more
weird lists!

Daily Center Sports IS BACK!!!!!
By Timothy Hollister

Welcome to the ﬁrst Daily Center sports
of the year, and oh boy, is there a lot to
talk about. Let's start off with things that
happened before the start of summer.
Our beloved Tom Brady signed with the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers and had a great
season beating the Chiefs 31-9 in Super Bowl 55, becoming the ﬁrst team
to play and win the Super Bowl in their home stadium. Tom Brady got his
7th ring and now has more Super Bowl wins than any player or team which
started a debate over whether Tom Brady is, not just the GOAT but also the
greatest franchise of all time after taking a team from 7-9 that had a QB
throw 30 interceptions to Super Bowl champs.
Also, in 2020 another former Boston player Mookie Betts was traded to the
Dodgers and won the World Series against the Tampa Bay Rays 4 games to 2.
Now let's get into more recent stuff: the Celtics were kicked out of the playoffs
by the Brooklyn Nets but were able to win 1 game in that series where Tatum
dropped 50 points. After the game, Danny Ainge resigned, and Brad Stevens
was promoted to his spot, which meant we were on the hunt for a new head
coach, and then we found Ime Udoka, assistant coach for the team that kicked
us out.
The Lakers, Wizards, Grizzlies, Mavericks, Knicks, and Heat also lost in
the ﬁrst round; Lakers losing gave LeBron James his ﬁrst career ﬁrst round
exit. In the second round, the 5 seed Atlanta Hawks upset the 1 seed
Philadelphia 76ers winning in game 7 after a very poor performance from
Ben Simmions and an amazing Performance from Trae "Ice Trae" Young
dropping 21 points and 10 assists. The 4 seed Los Angeles Clippers also
upset the 1 seed Utah Jazz in a game 7, the 2 seed Phoenix Suns Swept
(which means they won 4 games without letting the other team win 1)
the 3 seed Denver Nuggets, and the 3 seed Milwaukee Bucks beat the
2 seed Brooklyn Nets in 7 games.
Our ﬁnal part of catching up is the eastern and western conference ﬁnals.
The Milwaukee Bucks beat the Atlanta Hawks in 6 games, and the 2 seed
Phoenix Suns beat the 4 seed Los Angeles Clippers in 6 games. Now that
we have our NBA Finals set based on hours of looking at stats, my prediction
is that the Phoenix Suns win the NBA Finals in 5 games.

After I wrote that we had game 1 and game 2, in game 1 the Suns played great
defense against the Bucks and shot very well ﬁnishing 41 for 80 or 51.25% as
a team when the Bucks only shot 40 for 88 or 45.45%, also causing the Bucks
to turnover (turnover means when you’re on offense you either step out of bounds
or do something to give the other team possession) the ball 13 times. Then in game
2, they made 8 threes alone in the ﬁrst quarter. Entering halftime, the suns were up 11.
In the second half Devin Booker and Chris Paul turned on the heat, Booker ﬁnishing with
31 points 5 rebounds and 6 assist, Chris Paul had 23 points 8 assist and was 10 for 20 or
50% on shooting, that lead to a Phoenix Suns victory putting them up 2-0 in the series.
Keeping with the NBA, Ben Simmons is on the trade block, and the 76ers are listening
to all trades, so let's talk about what would be a good trade. In my opinion, the best trade
for him is to the Minnesota Timberwolves, who have reportedly had high interest; I believe
they trade D'Angelo Russell and a 1st round draft pick. Let's ﬁrst discuss the pros for the 76ers.
You get a 1st round pick to help you build for the future, and D'Angelo Russell, a point guard
who is good at shooting and can help open the court for Embiid. For the Timberwolves you
get a 6 foot 10 inches point guard that will help distract the defense and help Karl
Anthony-Town and your young star Anthony Edwards get more space and open shots, and
he would be a great addition to that struggling defense.
Moving on from the NBA, the Olympics are just around the corner, and our beloved
Jayson Tatum will be joining Kevin Durant, Devin Booker, Khris Middleton, and more
NBA stars representing team USA for basketball. Coming up on July 10th we have UFC 264,
which headlines with the trilogy Dustin Poirier vs. Connor McGregor that should be very fun.
Finally, we have our Player of the Day or POTD (Drum roll please) today is... CHRIS PAUL, in
game 6, when the lead was cut to just 7 points, he went on an 8-0 run (a run is when you
score points in every possession or without the other team scoring) by himself and scored 14
of the last 16 points by the suns with a ﬁnal stat line of 41 points 8 assist going 7-8 or 87. 5%
from 3 and 16-24 or 66.7% from the ﬁeld, making his ﬁrst career ﬁnal appearance. Then getting
to the ﬁnals and in game 1 dropping 32 points and 9 assist, then in game 2 dropping 23 points
and 8 assist.
Well, that's all for today. Expect more articles as the days go, and if you have any suggestions
for POTD or stories you want me to talk about come ﬁnd me if you can't ﬁnd me ask Kippy,
I hope you enjoyed.

Got Legos?

Please donate used Legos
to CAAP: Donations will be
accepted at the front desk.

https://caapwriting.wordpress.com/oak-tree-times/

The Ocean on Fire
By Penny

Noontime Show Wednesday, July 7, 2021.

Noontime Show Review

by Lilah Simpson
Wednesday's noontime show (it was actually at noontime this time) was hosted by
the blue cohort with counselors Marcy, Sylvie, Clay and their CIT Charlotte. The lemonade-stand themed show started with a, CIT PSA that involved all the CITs about how
people should pay attention during announcements and be quiet when someone
else is talking. Then Tony’s 5th period modern dance class danced to an instrumental
song. After that, some slideshows, pictures, and videos were shown. First, there was a
slideshow about Marcy’s Imagination Vacation class who had to do two challenges
using the same materials. The ﬁrst one was a “tallest tower” challenge and the
second one was a “face or creature” challenge. Then Marcy’s Drawing and Doodling
class showed a slideshow as well. Then Video Comedy showed two videos where the
challenge was to lip-synch. The ﬁrst video went to “I Like to Move it” and the second
one went to “Footloose.” Then Bella’s photography classes shared their photos to the
song “Levitating.” Next, Clay and Rafﬁ’s merged improv class shared the game One
Word Story with the three suggestions of “Harry Styles” “Bears” and “Earring.”
Then Marcy, Sylvie, and Clay did an impromptu interview with Nate Seitelman that
involved everyone’s favorite game, “GUESS NATE’S MIDDLE NAME!” Upon being told
that the middle name started with G and that it had six letters, the audience came up
with the following responses: “Gerald” “George” and “Google.” There were also cries
of “Gary” and “Gabriel” until Nate Seitelman revealed that his middle name is
actually “Gerone.” The show ﬁnished up with a performance of “The Duck Song” by
members of the blue cohort and an announcement from Liza about tie-dying.

Why Dogs are Better Than Cats
By: Penny Judd

On Friday, July 2, 2021, there was a huge ﬁre on the ocean in the
Gulf of Mexico. The ﬁre was caused by an oil leak under the water.
The ﬁre burned for more than 5 hours before the ﬁre was completely
put out by boats. This made a lot of people wonder if underwater
pipelines were dangerous and what the risks of underwater pipelines
are. Even though the ﬁre was put out, this could still happen again.

A Love Triangle on a Midsummer's Night

By the Jr. Musical Cast Members: Eve, Annalisa, Lyra, Scarlett, Cora, Maxine, Kiana
This is a behind-the-scenes, exclusive interview with Theseus, Helena, Demetrius,
and Lysander.
Question: So, King Theseus, what do you think of the current situation?
Theseus: Honestly, I do not really understand any of this. There is some weird love stuff going on.
Question: Helena, what do you think of what happened just now?
Helena: It was very confusing, and now, Lysander likes me, and now Hermia is gonna kill me.
Question: Hermia, are you sure you want to kill Helena?
Hermia: Of course I am! She stole Lysander from me. Which is homewrecking basically, and
Lysander, by the way, I am really upset with you. How could you even think about doing this?
You asked me to run away with you, and then this is what you do?!
Hmmmmmm. Yes. And Lysander, I can't believe you.
Question: Well… Demetrius, what do you think? You're sitting between them!
Demetrius: It's been a weird night. I just love Helena, why doesn't anyone understand?
Hermia: I thought you were in love with me! Hmm!
Question: Lysander, what do you think about all this craziness?
Lysander: Well, I just love Helena; I don't know why. I just feel like I need to marry her.
She's my true love. I just don't like Hermia anymore. She is so annoying (I never actually did,
and I never will).

Personally I don’t think I even need to write this
but for all those cat people after you read this
Question: Which one of you do you think was hurt the most from all of this?
you’ll know that you're wrong.
Everyone: Deﬁnitely Hermia!
First cats are not as loyal as dogs, cats don’t follow you around all
day and sleep on you. Kittens also are a lot less cute than puppies, Question: Are you sure?
puppies are active, playful and fun. Kittens are slow and boring.
Helena: I think it's me. I've been mocked!
Dogs stay in your house or yard, cats go around the whole town
and can get lost easily. Dogs are your loyal companions for their Climate Change: What is it, and how can we stop it?
By Nora Thompson
whole life, Cats are your masters who run away from your family
and friends while dogs run towards them. Cats scratch you and
Climate change is when CO2 or carbon dioxide enters the atmosphere and traps the
don’t care, if a dog scratches you they will easily apologize. So
heat near the earth, which can make snowy places like Antarctica melt. Also, big pieces
to all the cat people in the world I hope that this article has shown of the Arctic melt off with animals like polar bears on them!!! Anyway, onto the stuff
you how amazing dogs are and even if it didn't dogs are still the
about stopping it, so part of knowing how to stop it is knowing what is causing it, so
most popular pet in the world so it is clear that the rest of the
what’s causing it is us burning fossil fuels and using cars!!! Seriously we can just walk
world agrees with me.

Magical Animal Advice Column Number Four
Interviewers: Roselia Sparklenose, unicorn. Sizzles Os’more, dragon
NON - Magical animal seeking advice: Ned smith, human

or bike, people!!!
Sorry, I may have overreacted, but now I have to get back on topic, so anyway yeah,
um oh yeah, I was just going to show you how to stop it, so really, one way to stop
it is just to stop using a car you can use trains, bikes or just walk it also is good for
you anyway. I think you get my point, so bye!!!

Greetings, viewers! I have a bit of a disappointing piece of information that me and Sizzles must share
with you. You see, every day magical animals who need advice write their names and why they need advice
on a slip of paper, and then they put the slips of paper in a jar near the M.A.A.C (not the basketball
tournament, the abbreviation for Magical Animal Advice Column) building. Then Sizzles and I draw out a
paper and invite the creature on the paper we drew out to come to our show. The bad news is that a
HUMAN named NED has submitted an advice paper, and everyone knows that humans ARE NOT
MAGICAL! But guess what? No one else submitted a paper! So my managers told me that we had to go
with NED.
Ned the real estate agent.
Ned the HUMAN real estate agent. If it had been one of those Cyclops real estate agents who live down
south, the show would be fine. If it had been one of those Pegasus real estate agents, we’d be fine. But
of course it had to beRosie! Ned the human is being shown in! Now!
WhaHello! Rosie and Sizzles, right? It’s so nice to meet you guys!
Why is your human hand positioned in front of yourself like that?
For a handshake?
What is a HAND-SHAKE? Does it involve shaking hands like maracas? Are there colored beads inside
human hands like they are in maracas?
Ha-ha-ha! You guys crack me up!
You are cracking? Do you need to go to the hospital?
Ha! Ha! Oh, you guys are killing me!
I’m sorry! I will attend your funeral! I hope I don’t go to jail! It would ruin my reputation! Oh no! He fell
down! Sizzles, do you think I killed him?
I think he fell down from laughing. NED! NED! ARE YOU THERE?
Yes, yes! I’m here! Hey, you guys are great! But I gotta go. I have to pick up my kids from school. If either
of you need a condominium apartment with two beds, one bath, come see me!
Sizzles, did we do something wrong? Or is that just natural human speech?
I’m not sure.
(SILENCE)
Uh, the show is over! Tune in next time when we talk to a monstrous mother with too many kids!

How Did the Train Get on Fire?

By Rachel Lemoine
There were a bunch of people going on the train. They were
going to New York. Everything was good, but it was getting
warmer. So two hours passed, and it was getting warmer and
warmer. Everyone ignored it but then it started to get too hot.
There was one man looking around to ﬁnd out why it was
getting hot. He saw a lot of ﬁre, and he did not think it was
harmful. So he went back to his seat, so a bunch of people fell
asleep. They woke up, and the train was fully on ﬁre. At ﬁrst,
there was no ﬁre on anyone. But then, there was a ﬁre on
someone's shirt. The man ﬁgured out that the train was going
too fast on the rails. The train stopped immediately. Everyone
got out of the train. And everyone was okay.

NATIONAL SUGAR COOKIE DAY
By Penny Judd

Today is National Sugar Cookie
day! I remember in 2019 when
there was a National Sugar
Cookie Noontime Show, I forget
the details but I remember the
sugar cookies. For lunch that day
I had sugar cookies! So everyone,
I hope you celebrate this amazing
day by eating a sugar cookie!

